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1. Introduction

In the coming decade in physics great effort will probably be devoted, among other things,
to improving quantum storage and the development of quantum computer. To make use
of quantum processes one should avoid decoherence influence of surroundings, or use
specifically designed environment to modify the process considered. This is the case when
an atom or a quantum dot — nanosized emitter in an active material — is located inside
a medium exhibiting modified density of electromagnetic states, e.g., a photonic crystal.
In fact, prospects to modify the density of states gave the major motivation to investigate
photonic crystals back in the years of their inception. Still they generate large interest from
the fundamental cavity quantum electrodynamics perspectives [1–3]. Photonic crystals based
structures — beam splitters, cavities, slow light and logic devices — allow for a lot of diverse
operations with light. Main advantages of dielectric photonic crystal components over, for
instance, their plasmonic analogues are low-loss operation and low-cost production.

Photonic crystals (PhC’s) are currently considered as a perspective platform to host low
mode volume cavities with high quality factors. A defect can be formed in the photonic
crystal lattice by breaking a perfect symmetry of the structure either by removing or shifting
basic constitutive units or by local modification of the refractive index. For a quantum dot
placed inside a defect in a photonic crystal, the radiation rate is directly connected with the
ratio Q/V, where Q is the quality factor of the microresonator and V is the mode volume.

Basically, for a photonic crystal featuring a full three-dimensional (3D) band gap, a defect in
it should give the highest possible Q-factor. However, fabrication of photonic crystals with
full 3D band gaps, e.g., inverted opals or woodpile structures and defects in them is quite
complicated. That is why a standard way to create a cavity is to use a 2D photonic crystal
platform, mostly silicon or GaAs slabs with perforation. Position of holes in such slab is
manually defined, giving thus flexibility in the design and optimization of cavities and other
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2 Photonic Crystals

Figure 1. (a) The geometry of nanobeam cavity. (b) Magnetic field in resonance.

photonic components. A variety of high-Q, low-V cavity designs were proposed based on
structural modifications in photonic crystal matrices [4–9].

The main channel for loosing energy from a free-standing membrane cavity is through the
coupling to radiative leaky modes. In the plane of the slab the 2D photonic crystal acts as
a distributed Bragg mirror, thus in-plane (||) leakage of radiation from the photonic crystal
cavity is typically small. In the out-of-plane (⊥) direction light is primarily confined by total
internal reflection, thus the magnitude of k⊥ vector should be as small as possible to reduce
losses. There exists connection between in-plane and out-of-plane wave vector components
stipulated by coupling to radiation modes. Increase in k⊥ originate from k||-vectors lying
close to the light cone and the usual approach employed for optimization of cavities is
through some guess for the design that would give k|| lying far enough from the light cone.
Also in-plane mirror imperfections can lead to parasitic coupling to vacuum modes for some
structures.

If some design is to be optimized to achieve high Q – mode, this should be done gently
without abrupt changes in the structure geometry or refractive index, because otherwise
undesirable leakage of radiation can appear. In this sense the best designs for optimization
are waveguide-like ones [10] and nanobeam cavities [11, 12], Fig. 1, having simple
arrangement of field maxima and minima along the straight line. Such 1D arrangement
allows for application of the mode-matching rule [13], when the hole sizes and PhC pattern
change gradually going from the cavity center towards the mirror part [14, 15]. For modes
with more complicated symmetries, for instance, a hexapole mode in a one-hole-missing
membrane [16], this approach is not readily applicable since the mode by itself can easily
vanish due to a moderate geometry modification.

A photonic crystal nanobeam cavity created by perforating a photonic wire waveguide
(nanoridge waveguide) with a row of holes, Fig. 1, reaches a Q-factor comparable to that
of a photonic crystal membrane resonator while being much more compact and easy in
fabrication. Even for a nanobeam cavity in a low refractive index material like SiO2, fairly
high Q-factors of several thousands were measured experimentally [17]. Besides a high
Q-factor, a nanobeam cavity exhibits a set of other desirable characteristics: low mode volume
V (less than the cubic wavelength of light) and the smallest footprint size among other high-Q
cavities. This stimulates intensive investigations of nanobeam-related acousto-optic and
optomechanic interactions [18, 19]. Recently all-optical logical switching [20] and quantum
dot laser [11] have been demonstrated in nanobeam cavities. Tiny size of nanobeam cavities
makes them also very promising for densely integrated photonic circuits.
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Single and Coupled Nanobeam Cavities 3

Of particular interest are ensembles of cavities [21] with quantum dots placed inside. Full
three-dimensional description of such systems is not yet a routine task, but it is very
important for fundamental investigations of light-matter interactions [22–24]. Side-coupled
nanobeams [14, 25, 26] offer new possibilities for shaping optical fields at nanoscale, which
is potentially beneficial for various applications including trapping and manipulation of
particles [27], sensing and optical switching through optomechanical interactions with
suspended nanobeams [18, 19].

Strong and controllable coupling [28] is also required to create low-threshold lasers [29],
observe Fano line shapes [30], design field concentrators for detection of molecules [26],
create flat slow light passbands [31, 32], holographic storage [33], and enhance
nonlinearities [34]. Formally, consideration of coupled cavities can be made in direct
analogue with the molecular mode hybridization, that is why coupled resonators are often
called ‘photonic molecules’ [35, 36].

On the other hand, for some applications reduction of coupling strength between the
resonators is the key. Indeed, interaction between optical components can shift operation
wavelength of the device. Avoiding of parasitic coupling of components is crucial for
photonic integrated circuits and in optic network design. Realization of flexible control over
the modes in arrays of nanocavities by their rearrangement contributes to the development
of on-chip quantum-optical interferometers [23] and quantum computers [24].

2. The finite-difference frequency-domain method

Optics and photonics are rapidly developing fields building their success largely on use
of more and more elaborated artificially nanostructured materials. To further advance our
understanding of light-matter interactions in these complicated artificial media, numerical
modeling is often indispensable.

One of the most challenging computational tasks is evaluation of the Q-factor of a resonator.
The traditional way here is to use the finite-difference frequency-domain (FDTD) method to
simulate these spatially extended structures with the subsequent extraction of Q by analyzing
the ring-down of electromagnetic field components. Such time-domain simulations can take
considerable time up to several days per single run for a high-Q 3D resonator.

If several modes are traced in the time domain within a single run, the accuracy of the
Q-factor determination may degrade. The extraction of the separate mode field profiles
requires the Fourier transformation of field evolution stored for some space volume and
time interval. If two modes are degenerate, separating them with the FDTD method is even
less trivial, especially if at the degeneracy point the coupled structure does not have a plane
of symmetry allowing to split the modes by the appropriate domain reduction.

On the contrary, the frequency domain techniques grant an opportunity to get
straightforwardly in one run maps of several modes, their eigenvalues and quality factors.
When modes in the coupled cavities are degenerate, we can get an idea how they may look
like — though the picture becomes now ambiguous.

As an competitive alternative to the time domain modeling we employ here the 3D
finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) method. Details of the method are published
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4 Photonic Crystals

elsewhere [37]. The eigenmode equation in the FDFD method is obtained through combining
Maxwell’s equations into the second-order differential equation for H̃ ≡ √

µ H:

√
µ−1 ∇× ǫ

−1∇×
√

µ−1 H̃ = ω
2H̃. (1)

Then, Q-factor is straightforwardly found as Q = Re(ω)/2Im(ω) after solution of the
eigenproblem for complex ω. No other elaborated post-processing is needed. Thus transition
to the frequency domain for cavity eigenmode analysis is very natural as it greatly reduces
the computation time.

To impose boundary conditions we use perfectly matched layers (PMLs). The PMLs were
originally designed to absorb propagating electromagnetic waves while evanescent fields can
be even intensified in them. High-Q cavities have extremely intensive fields around them.
To keep the domain size reasonably small and at the same moment to avoid evanescent tales
to fall into the PMLs we use the free space squeezing procedure to set a buffer layer. For
all simulations in this chapter we use one-lattice-constant-thick buffer layers. Two squeezing
functions are applied to project infinite open space to this buffer layer: inverse hyperbolic
tangent (arctanh) function and steeper x/(1 − x) function. To make our simulations efficient
we also use the solution-adapted continuous grid density variation of lower resolution
in the extended photonic crystal mirror part. If a smooth analytic function is used to
create a non-equidistant mesh, it assures the impedance matched transformation leading
to the absence of reflection in the transition region to the finer mesh. The symmetries of
resonators are exploited to reduce the computational domain. For further insight in the
FDFD simulations and free space squeezing we refer to [37].

3. Single nanobeam

3.1. Modeling in 2D: High-Q design

At the beginning we tailor the nanobeam cavity design in 2D to get a high-Q TE-mode
(electric field in the x − y plane). Fig. 2 shows a basic nanobeam sketch used to consider
various cavity designs: a nanowire of refractive index 3.4 is suspended in air and has 20 holes
in its half. Perforation consists of two regions: the chirped mode matched defect region and
long periodic part acting as a Bragg reflector. In the reflecting part the lattice constant is a,
hole diameter is d and total width of a nanobeam t = 1.0a. In the defect region the modified
hole diameters and lattice constants are dn and an, respectively, where n numbers a segment
in the defect part of the cavity. For 2D simulations we put ∆x = ∆y. Along y-direction
1a-wide buffer layers are squeezed with the hyperbolic arctangent function covered by PMLs
on 1/3. No air buffer is used along x-direction, just PMLs comprising 3 grid cells.

Intuitive variation of the defect region parameters – holes radii dn and lattice constant an –
in order to maximize the Q-factor led us to the following conclusions. First of all, when both
parameters are constant (an=const, dn=const) but differ from those in the reflecting part, the
Q-factor can approach 105. Second, if one of the parameters slowly decreases in the defect
region towards the center (for example, an=const and dn is varied, or vice versa), Q rises to
106 ÷ 107. Third, only if both an and bn are gradually decreased from the periphery to the
center of the cavity, Q reaches the highest value around 108 ÷ 109 in 2D. In 3D it is usually
one to two orders of magnitude less.

Advances in Photonic Crystals30
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a9 d8 d1a2 a d

t/2t/2

s

Figure 2. Nanobeam quarter, x-direction is pointing along the nanobeam perforation, y-direction is along the nanobeam
width, s shows the buffer around the nanobeam.

Design 1 Design 2 Design 3

Mirror: hole

diameters d = 0.54a d = 0.6a d = 0.55a

Defect: number

of holes n = 1 . . . 9 n = 1 . . . 9 n = 1 . . . 9

Defect: hole

diameter dn =
d

10
√

n
dn = 0.6an dn = d − 0.012na

Defect: lattice an =
dn
0.6

r1 =
1

0.843a , r2 =
1
a an =

dn
0.6

constant

a1 = 0.8a an =
1

r1+
r2−r1

9
n

Table 1. Different designs of the nanobeam cavity sketched in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3. 2D (a) Q and (b) λ convergence for the third design from Table 1. ∆x=∆y, y-buffer is 1a-wide (arctanh squeezed)
with 1/3 covered by the y-PMLs, x-PMLs comprise 3 grid cells.
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Figure 4. (a) Q-factor and (b)-(d) λ convergence for the three designs in the region of fine resolutions with estimation of

spread δ shown in the legend. 2D simulations with ∆x = ∆y, 1a-wide buffer layers (arctanh squeezed) along the y-direction
are covered on 1/3 by y-PMLs, x-PMLs – 3 grid cells.

Having established that an and dn should vary we investigated ways to do that. Several laws
to tailor the nanobeam design have been compared. Among them are 1/ 10

√

n multiplier to
decrease both an and dn (design 1); cavity formation similar to [12] when the hole diameter
and lattice constant vary linearly in the reciprocal space (design 2); and linear decrement of
an and dn towards the middle of the nanobeam (design 3) [15]. With all mentioned designs
we were able to rise the Q-factor to the order of 108 simply by playing with parameters.
Table 1 summarize details of different nanobeam cavity designs. For the first and third
designs we start by defining modified hole diameter dn, and modified segment size an is
calculated afterwards. For the design 2 calculation of modified lattice constant an precedes
evaluation of the defect hole diameters.

In Fig. 3 an example of the Q and λ convergence curves for the design three is plotted starting
from a quite coarse resolution, while Fig. 4a–d allows to do more detailed comparison
between different designs in the region of fine resolutions. All of the designs from Table 1
have similar Q-factor values, Fig. 4a, the design three revealing faster convergence than
others. In Fig. 4b–d the eigenwavelength convergence is plotted for the three designs in
the same ∆x range as in Fig. 4a. To estimate the convergence rate, relative spread ∆λ of

convergence curves around a central wavelength λ0 can be introduced: δ =
∆λ

λ0
100%. The

design three has δ one order less than the designs one and two even at rougher resolutions.
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Figure 5. (a) Field patterns of the TE mode in the nanobeam cavity of the height 0.7a. Only the quatre of the nanobeam is
shown. (b) Resonance wavelength λ and Q-factor dependence on the nanobeam height h. 3D simulation is made with cubic
grid cell of 0.07a − 0.1a size, 1a-buffer along both y and z-directions is arctanh-squeezed, a/3 distance goes for PMLs, x-PMLs
are 3 cells wide.

Thus, we ended with the sizes modification according to a linear law as better converging
numerically. Design 3 is used in all further nanobeam cavity simulations. We think that the
better numerical stability can lead also to the better stability with respect to the fabrication
imperfections.

We pay special attention to this analysis, because the Q-convergence curve for the nanobeam
cavity is worst than that for the PhC membrane resonator, compare with the results in [37].
A one-dimensional PhC basis for the nanobeam cavity is somewhat less reflecting than a
2D stop band utilized in the membrane resonators. Thus, if a small imperfection in a 1D
mirror is present (due to either some perturbations during fabrication or inaccuracy due to
finite difference description), radiation can easily escape through sidewalls of the 1D mirror,
while in the case of a membrane leaking radiation can be captured in all in-plane directions
in the surrounding 2D-PhC mirror. As discussed in Introduction, undesirable coupling to
vacuum modes is directly connected to kx (in 1D k|| = kx) distribution around the light cone,
and thus even a tiny variation in kx might lead to the strong variation in the Q-factor, while
the total wave vector is changed only slightly by perturbations and λ-curve preserves good
convergence.

3.2. Modeling in 3D

In the 3D modeling a defect region in the nanobeam cavity is perforated according to design
3 (see Table 1). In 3D again 1a-wide buffer layers along y and z-direction are covered by
PMLs on 1/3. No air buffer is used along x-direction, just PMLs comprising 3 grid cells. We
use either equidistant or non-equidistant meshes, but always set ∆x = ∆y = ∆z in the center
of the nanobeam (the defect region). Then for non-equidistant meshes ∆x can be stretched
up to three times towards the periphery of the nanobeam.

Fig. 5 shows dropping of the resonance wavelength of the TE-mode in the nanobeam cavity
with the reduction of its height h along the z-direction. Decreasing of the nanobeam height

Single and Coupled Nanobeam Cavities
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Figure 6. (a) The resonance wavelength and (b) Q-factor versus grid step for uniform (∆x=∆y=∆z) and nonuniform x-mesh
with three times stretching in the mirror part (∆x=∆y=∆z in the center of the nanobeam). Buffer size along the y and z
directions is 1a (x/(1 − x) squeezed) with 1/3 occupied by the PMLs, the PMLs width in the x-direction being 3 grid cells.

also greatly minimizes the mode volume, for example, for height h = 0.5a it is equal to 0.86
(λ/n)3. We keep this nanobeam height for the modeling of the coupled cavity structures.

Figure 6 demonstrates the Q- and λ-convergence for this height. The λ calculation has
uncertainty less than 1% at sufficient resolutions while the convergence of Q is more
unstable than in 2D. We can remind here that low accuracy of the Q-factor evaluation
reflects high sensitivity of the Q-factors of 1D PhC-based structures to imperfections in their
finite-difference description. And in 3D model we have an additional channel (z-direction)
for coupling of a genuine cavity mode to leaky modes compared to the 2D case, what causes
degradation of convergence. It is interesting to note that instabilities do not show up in Fig. 5.
With variation of the height we do not change the resolution along the 1D mirror and thus
kx distribution is completely the same for all height values.

4. Coupled nanobeams

4.1. Two coupled nanobeams

When two identical cavities are positioned parallel to each other, their modes undergo
hybridization. Supermodes possess symmetric or anti-symmetric profiles [25] and shift
in frequency up and down from the former level. We will refer to this splitting as
frequency detuning. The frequency detuning between the supermodes normally increases
as the cavities are brought closer, and such sensitivity to the separation can lead to
pronounced optomechanical phenomena. This may have various applications including
the mechanically-induced frequency conversion for optical waves [38]. Analogous effects
of modes splitting occur in coupled periodic waveguides, where several channels can enrich
the band structure of a single mode waveguide in a controllable way, e.g. in slow light modes
positioning at the band edge on demand [39].

4.1.1. Analysis of field profiles in 2D

First, we analyze two side-coupled nanobeam cavities as in Fig. 7a, where the right half of
the structure is shown (the left half is symmetric). The individual identical nanobeams have
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Figure 7. (a) Two nanobeams, each of width t = a, refractive index n = 3.4 and drilled with 20 holes in each half, separated
one from another by p and shifted longitudinally by s. (b) 2D field profiles for modes (labeled mode 1 and 2) in coupled cavities

with zero, s = 0.3a and s = 0.4a longitudinal shifts when separation p = 1.5a, for each shift mode one being positioned at the

top while mode two takes the bottom position.

design 3 from Table 1. This gives a linearly chirped array of elements (holes), while other
designs are also possible; the general mode properties are usually similar for different chirp
functions. The resonance wavelength of a single nanobeam in 2D is λ = 3.9964a, Q = 1.5·108,
Fig 3. Two parameters describe the position of the second nanobeam cavity relative to the
first one: transverse separation p and longitudinal shift s, Fig. 7a.

To make the computational work efficient all modeling is done at the beginning for 2D
nanobeam geometries with the main emphasis on the field patterns redistribution as the
coupled resonators are rearranged. As we are interested in coupling effects between two
nanobeam resonators when they are shifted longitudinally and transversally with respect
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Figure 8. (a) Detuning of the mode one and mode two vs the longitudinal shift. Transverse separation between nanobeam axes

is p = 1.5a. (b)-(f) Resonance wavelengths and Q-factors of eigenmodes in side-coupled nanobeam cavities vs. their transverse
separation p. Results are presented for four different shifts: (b) s = 0.0a; (c) 0.3a; (d) 0.4a; (e) 0.5a, (f) 0.6a as indicated by
labels. Separation of 1.0a and less corresponds to a single dielectric beam with two rows of holes. 2D simulations are made
with ∆x = ∆y ≃ 0.004a. 1a-wide y-buffer is arctanh squeezed with half of it covered by PMLs. x-PMLs comprise 3 grid cells.
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to each other, we need to perform a new computational cycle each time the structure is
modified by a small displacement. In the 2D case the execution time is several minutes even
for the huge resolution such as ntot = 6 · 105 grid nodes available with a 8Gb station. For 2D
simulations we put ∆x = ∆y ≃ 0.004a. Along y-direction 1a-wide buffer layers are squeezed
with the inverse hyperbolic tangent function and covered by PMLs on 1/2. No air buffer is
used along x-direction, just PMLs comprising 3 grid cells.

Mode profiles in Fig. 7b show formation of the symmetric and antisymmetric cavity modes
when two nanobeam resonators are brought together without shifting, s = 0. Magnetic field
hot spots coincide with the location of the holes. With separation p = 1.5a we see only electric
field in the air gap between the nanobeams. When one of the nanobeams is subjected to a
longitudinal shift the system loses its symmetry and modes cannot be specified anymore
as symmetric and antisymmetric. We will refer to notation ‘mode 1’ and ‘mode 2’ to call
transformations of even and odd modes respectively with gradual shift starting from zero.

At zero longitudinal shift s = 0 Ex component of mode 1 and Ey component of mode 2
have a node plane passing through the middle of the air gap between the nanobeams (y =
0). For applications requiring high field intensities it would be preferable to avoid these
zero-valued fields. It turns out that as the nanobeams are gradually shifted from s = 0 the
node planes for both of these modes components are substituted by a plane with high field
intensities, see Fig. 7b for s = 0.3a. At the same moment other electric field components
(Ey for mode 1 and Ex for mode 2) still preserve quite high field values. Thus, a small
longitudinal shift helps in removing areas of zero fields in the air gap and makes the electric
field intensity more uniform across the gap between the two nanobeams. The field uniformity
in the shifted nanobeams can be further improved by moving the nanobeams closer in the
transverse direction.

From Fig. 8a it is evident that the modes experience degeneracy at around 0.4a shift. With
larger shifts the eigenwavelength difference grows up again forming a periodic dependence
of the frequency detuning on shift s. We also trace the effect of transverse cavity separation
p on the resonant wavelengths and Q-factors for different longitudinal shifts s. Results are
presented in Figs. 8b–f. Almost exact degeneracy is observed at s = 0.4a for all transverse
separations, Fig. 8d. The two principle eigenmodes are resolved in the FDFD numerical
simulations with their frequency detuning being much smaller than for the other shifts.

Away from the degeneracy point each mode profile should support the 180◦ symmetry of the
photonic structure around the central point (x = y = 0) between two cavities, for example
for a magnetic field component it might be written: Hz(x; y; z) = m Hz(−x;−y; z), where
m = +1 or m = −1 for the two fundamental modes of the couple cavities [40]. These
symmetries are visible for mode profiles shown in Fig. 7b and Fig. 9c,d. However, we note
that exactly at the degeneracy point, the field profiles of the eigenmodes are defined with the
certain ambiguity and must not satisfy the rotational symmetry, since any linear combination
of eigenmodes is an eigenmode as well. As shift starts approaching 0.4a we see that field
intensity in one of the nanobeams falls down, Fig. 7b for s = 0.4a. The connection between the
modes weakens. As the result the modes settle mostly in one or another nanobeam, Fig. 11b,
bottom panel. In more complicated structures, where cavities are tuned by infiltration,
similar effects of anticrossing were registered experimentally [35] (there is always some
perturbation present, which, strictly speaking, removes the degeneracy, thus in fact both
terms — mode degeneracy and anticrossing — can mean the same here). In Fig. 9a the
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Figure 9. (a) Increase of eigenwavelength difference with shortening of transversal separation p between the nanobeams,
different shifts are printed in the legend. (b) |∆λ| in logarithmic scale for non-shifted nanobeams. (c) Evolution of magnetic
field Hz in two slightly shifted nanobeams (s=0.1a) when closing the air gap between them, i.e. separation p is reduced from
1.1a to 1.05a. (d) Hz field distribution in two connected nanobeams with p = 0.9a at s = 0, s = 0.3a and s = 0.4a shifts. 2D
simulation is made with ∆x = ∆y ≃ 0.004a. 1a-wide y-buffer (arctanh squeezed) is covered by PMLs on half, 3 grid cells come
for x-PMLs.

eigenwavelength difference is plotted showing the highest values for non-shifted resonators
and significantly smaller |∆λ| for non-zero shifts. Due to the symmetric positioning of 0.3a
and 0.5a shift values around the degeneracy point, the wavelength differences given by these
shifts are equal to each other for the nanobeams separated by p > 1.1a. When the nanobeams
are far enough transversally and the coupling strength is small, |∆λ| depends on s by the
order law seen in Fig. 9b. In Fig. 9b for the illustration purpose the spectral splitting for
non-shifted nanobeams is plotted in a logarithmic y-scale. Other nonzero shifts, except for
the degeneracy point, also give similar straight lines in the |∆λ|-log scale if separation p is
big enough to correspond to the weak coupling regime.

When the resonators are moved closer so that the interaction between the nanobeams
intensifies, all fields, including magnetic one, spread through the air gap. The picture of
the mode profiles alters compared to p = 1.5a, see Fig. 9c,d. Eigenmode fields extend over
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the whole cavity even when the hole positions in the upper and lower cavities are effectively
shifted in the out-of-phase configuration, i.e. s = 0.4a. In Fig. 9c the evolution of mode 1 at
small shift 0.1a is shown when closing the air gap. Drastic changes occur with the mode 1
profile when the nanobeams are approaching each other: yet very intensive field at p = 1.11a
is pushed out from the cavity center at p = 1.05a. Thus for nonlinear applications special
care should be paid to the extremely thin slots between the nanobeams. Fig. 9d collects field
patterns for both modes at different shifts when air-dielectric interfaces are absent and we
actually have one cavity consisting of two chirped arrays. Note that although field maps in
stitched nanobeams are really complex they are all 180◦ rotation symmetric relative to the
center point. In the degeneracy point s = 0.4a field is sitting in two nanobeams here. So
from the numerical experiment we see that mode picture can look two different ways at the
degeneracy: with field concentrated in one of the nanobeams or spreading through both of
cavities.

4.1.2. Q and λ dependence on the longitudinal shift in 3D

In 3D we consider the same nanobeam design from Fig. 7a and discuss more Q and λ curves
with the rearrangement of the nanobeams. The 3D Q-factor of a single nanobeam cavity is
around 4 · 106 and the operating wavelength λ = 3.21a for the TE mode, Fig. 6. To achieve
fine sampling in 3D problems the symmetry domain reduction is applied were it is possible
to satisfy memory requirements. The system of two nanobeam resonators with a longitudinal
shift loses plane-reflection symmetry, and the whole domain should be considered so benefits
of stretched meshes are fully used here. Discretization in the cavity center is set to 0.07a− 0.1a
with a sparser mesh in the rest of the structure (up to 3 times stretching along x-coordinate).
In 3D again 1a-wide buffer layers along y and z-direction are covered by PMLs on 1/3,
the squeezing function is x/(1 − x). No air buffer is used along x-direction, just PMLs
comprising 3 grid cells. 3D Q-factor computations are done on a 48 Gb station with the
maximum execution time approaching 2 hours per single run. Correct averaging of refractive
index at boundaries is an important issue in 3D simulations, where the fine resolution as in
the 2D case cannot be achieved. It is important to note that as p → 1 a unit Yee cell between
two nanobeams might contain two boundaries and then the averaging should be done taking
into account both frontiers simultaneously.

Moving nanobeams closer to each other leads to stronger coupling and pronounced increase
of the eigenwavelength difference between the doublet of supermodes, see Fig. 10a. At p = a
the system is changed abruptly as the gap between the two nanobeams disappears, so the
structure consists now of a single high-dielectric bar with two parallel rows of holes in it. That
explains a characteristic peak in the wavelength dependence of the mode eigenfrequency
plotted in Fig. 10a. Mode 1 (even) has higher wavelength than mode 2 (odd) for the whole
range of separations p as can be easily seen from a simple perturbation theory [41]. When
the gap between nanobeams is closed and the y-dimension is further reduced, the effective
refractive index of the system and hence the eigenwavelengths are also decreased [42].
Remarkably, when varying the separation no significant variation in the Q-factor is seen.
The Q-factor value is close to 106 for both even and odd modes, see Fig. 10a.

Now we analyze the effect of longitudinal shift s. In Fig. 10b the wavelengths and Q-factors
of the fundamental eigenmodes vs. shift s for separations p = 1.2a and p = 1.5a are plotted.
As the shift grows from zero, mode detuning is reduced and, independently on separation
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Figure 10. Tuning of resonance wavelengths of coupled modes by (a) changing separation between non-shifted (s = 0)

nanobeams; (b) changing the longitudinal shift s for two separations (p = 1.2a and p = 1.5a as indicated by labels). Right axis
shows the 3D Q-factor values. For 3D simulations 1a-buffers (x/(1 − x) squeezed) along both y and z-direction are covered
by PMLs on 1/3, x-PMLs are 3 cells thick. ∆x = ∆y = ∆z take values between 0.07a − 0.1a in the center of the nanobeam,
∆x is stretched 3 times in the mirror part.
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p, the modes become degenerate at around s ≃ 0.4a. It is different with resonators with
unmodified lattice constant [43], where the degeneracy shift was exactly 0.5a independently
on the rod radii variation. Thus, this is primarily variation of the lattice constant that is
responsible for the specific value of the degeneracy shift. Note that 0.4a ≃ 0.5a6, i.e. the shift
at the degeneracy point is approximately equal to a half of the average lattice constant in the
cavity region.

In Fig. 11b for s = 0.4a we plot another picture at the degeneracy point compared to Fig. 7b
with the magnetic field nodes in one nanobeam opposing field lobes in another. These
degenerate modes can be schematically sketched with diagrams in Fig. 11b. Standing wave
profiles with slow spatial decay from the center of the cavity towards the periphery allow
neglecting low-intensity outer regions and then central parts of the patterns are identical
upon reflection, making the occurrence of the degeneracy point (geometrically, the central
parts of the defect regions for two modes also satisfy reflection symmetry if chirped hole
diameters approximated to be the same in the middle). Had mode profiles less gradual
changes in the succession of field minima and maxima along the nanobeams (as shown by
bold circles and squares in the diagrams), the formation of the degeneracy would be hardly
possible.

For the shifts larger than s = 0.4a the mode detuning is increased, reaching a maximum at
around s ≃ 0.8a where eigenwavelength difference approaches the same value as at s = 0.
The revival of coupling at s ≃ 0.8a is again due to the gradually chirped nanobeam design
and field profiles extended along the nanobeams. Thus mode detuning depends on the
shift almost periodically, and the cavity modes 1 and 2 are adiabatically transformed as the
parameter s is varied from 0 to a, see Fig. 11d, where it is shown that modes 1 and 2 exchange
their parity going from s = 0 to s = 0.8. Most important, the Q-factor values remain of the
same order of magnitude as for a single cavity.

In Fig. 12 we compare the eigenmodes wavelength dependencies on separation p for three
longitudinal shifts s = 0.2a, 0.4a, 0.6a. The upper panel shows the reduced spectral detuning
of the modes for the intermediate shift s = 0.2a. The plot in Fig. 12b shows that for
non-overlapping nanobeams the modes are almost exactly degenerate at s = 0.4a for any
transverse separation p. After the degeneracy point, at s = 0.6a modes 1 and 2 swap their
wavelengths.

By comparing Fig. 8 against Figs. 10 and 12 we see that 2D and 3D simulations give
essentially similar dependencies for λ and Q on the longitudinal shift s and transversal
separation p of the cavities, indicating the possibility to successfully design coupled
nanobeam cavity systems in 2D. This is because the physics of side-coupling of dielectric
nanobeam cavities is relatively simpler than, for example, the coupling of metallic split-ring
resonators where essentially the three-dimensional interplay of magnetic and electric
excitations is important.

4.2. Three coupled nanobeams

In multiple side-coupled nanobeam cavities modes can also be tuned by longitudinal shift.
Degeneration of modes in structures containing many elements amounts to the absence
of parasitic coupling between the neighboring units. Instead of increasing the distance
between optical components usually employed to minimize the cross-talk, the longitudinal
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shift can be proposed to create a dense photonic integrated circuit. Moreover, by taking
large enough transversal separation the degeneracy wavelength of coupled nanobeams (up
to three resonators in our tests) can be tuned to a single nanobeam resonance wavelength.
This potentially allows adjacent waveguiding components, all together, and each separately,
to operate at the same wavelength. For example, a compact single-wavelength switch matrix
can be created on the basis of a nanobeam-switcher with nonlinearity [20]. Another field
of application is building an array of nanobeam cavities to form a quantum optical network
where many identical resonators should be placed closely one to another on a chip [44].
Additionally, by controlling the mode coupling it becomes possible to tailor the optical
field across an array of multiple nanocavities for applications in particle trapping [27] and
optomechanical interactions [18, 19].

4.2.1. Weak coupling regime

We did 2D simulations (letting the nanocavities be infinitely high) to catch basic features of
the mode tunability. As usually, ∆x = ∆y ≃ 0.004a, 1a-wide buffer layers along y-direction
are squeezed with the x/(1 − x) function covered by PMLs on 1/2. No air buffer is used
along x-direction, PMLs comprise 3 grid cells. For three side-coupled nanobeam cavities their
relative alignment can be characterized by separations p2, p3 and longitudinal shifts s2, s3 of
the second and third cavities. As an example we consider equally spaced (p2 = p3 = p)
nanobeam cavities, only the middle one being shifted: s2 = s, s3 = 0. Dependence of the
modes wavelength detuning (relative to a single cavity) on shift s is given in Fig. 13a for
p = 2.3a. We observe behavior similar to the case of two nanobeams. Specifically, all three
modes become degenerate at s ≃ 0.4a; by varying p we can control the wavelength of the
degenerate modes, and it coincides with the wavelength of a single cavity, Fig. 13a. Mode
profiles for the non-shifted system (s = 0) are shown in Fig. 13b. Note that mode 3 is
localized at the outer cavities, so its wavelength is not sensitive to the middle cavity shift as
observed in Fig. 13a. There is nice mechanical analogy with modes of three weakly coupled
pendulums: in mode 1, all three pendulums are swinging in phase; in mode 2, two outward
pendulums move forward while the middle one moves backward; in mode 3, the central
pendulum is at rest and two others are moving oppositely.

At the degeneracy point (s ≃ 0.4a) the eigenmode profiles are primarily localized at
individual cavities, see Fig. 13c. In Fig. 13c the mode profiles at s = 0.41a reveal complete
vanishing of field in neighboring nanobeams whereas for two coupled nanobeams s = 0.4a
shift was more likeable to be called the exact degeneracy shift value. In fact, it is quite
difficult to detect the precise value of the degeneracy shift as it requires extremely fine
steps in s and long simulation times; besides, accuracy of computation is also limited by
the finite-difference description. However, small deviations from the exact degeneracy do
not change field mapping significantly as solutions to Maxwell’s equations are all smooth
functions.

Wavelength detuning is much less pronounced at p = 2.3a than at smaller separation. The
reason to choose the separation p = 2.3a is that coupling between the nanobeams is already
weak and the energy splitting becomes symmetric relative to the initial energy level as follows
from the standard perturbation approach. And the degeneracy wavelength of an array of
nanobeams is the same as the isolated nanobeam eigenwavelength (note, that this is not true
for the case of strong coupling at p = 1.5a).
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Figure 13. Modes in the three side-coupled nanobeam cavities with transversal displacement between the neighboring

nanobeams being equal to 2.3a. The middle nanowire is longitudinally shifted, the other two being kept stationary. (a) Spectral
detuning of the three modes from the single nanobeam cavity wavelength λ = 3.9965a. Right y-axis—the Q-factor of the
three coupled modes (for an isolated nanobeam cavity, Q = 1.5 · 108). Hz profiles for the modes in the three (b) unshifted and

shifted (c) by 0.41a nanobeams. For 2D calculation ∆x = ∆y ≃ 0.004a, 1a-wide y-buffer is x/(1 − x) squeezed with half of
the buffer covered by PMLs, x-PMLs are 3 grid cells thick.

Although we are in the weak coupling regime, the spectral splitting corresponding to
p = 2.3a is about 0.2%, which for telecom wavelength 1.5µm amounts to 3 nm spread in
wavelengths. A comparable shift in the resonance wavelength is induced by inclusion of
the nonlinear material in the nanobeam. This allows cavity operation as a switcher totally
transmitting or suppressing the signal depending on turning on/off the nonlinearity [20].
Thus 0.2% energy difference for multiple nanobeams placed at p = 2.3a on a photonic
integrated chip introduces parasitic coupling hindering the single-wavelength operation.
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Figure 14. Modes in the three side-coupled nanobeam cavities. The middle nanobeam is longitudinally shifted, the other two

being kept stationary. Transverse separation between the neighboring nanobeams is p = 1.2a. (a) λ and Q of the three modes.
(b) Hz profiles for the modes in the three non-shifted nanobeams. (c) Hz profiles of the degenerate modes at s = 0.4a. For
3D simulation 1a-buffer (x/(1 − x) squeezed) along y and z-direction is covered by PMLs on 1/3, x-PMLs are 3 cells thick.
∆x = ∆y = ∆z ≃ 0.09a in the center of the nanobeam, ∆x is stretched 3 times in the mirror part.

If we further suppose the nonlinear core of a nanobeam cavity, e.g. taking into account
the refractive index changing due to nonlinearity, then the degenerate modes in the array
of nonlinear cavities can be also tuned to a single resonator wavelength by p variation. A
single-wavelength operating switching array can be build on the basis of such nanobeam
cavities that will work equally well for applied single- or multiple-channel excitation. For
instance, in the case of the single-cavity nonlinear operation based on 0.03% change in
refractive index, the frequency shift due to presence of neighboring ‘passive’ nanobeams
is estimated to be around a negligible 2 · 10−4%.
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We have verified that mode degeneracy also occurs in four side-to-side coupled nanobeam

cavities. Thus we expect mode degeneracy happening in multiple side-coupled cavities

when they have staggered longitudinal shifts, such that neighboring nanowires are shifted

longitudinally by s ≃ 0.4a. We also foresee that the Q-factor in a multi-cavity structure

should remain of the same order of magnitude as that of a single nanocavity.

4.2.2. Strong coupling regime

The strong coupling regime is investigated by doing 3D simulations with symmetry planes

enforced through the domain reduction. For three nanobeams dependence of mode detuning

on shift s of the middle nanobeam is given in Fig. 14a for p = 1.2a. Here three modes become

degenerate at s ≃ 0.4a with wavelength λ ≃ 3.235a bigger than the single 3D nanobeam

eigenwavelength 3.21a. 3D Q-factors for three coupled cavities are found to remain of the

same order as the longitudinal shift is varied, see Fig. 14a. Mode profiles for the non-shifted

system (s = 0) are shown in Fig. 14b. When symmetry planes are enforced the eigenmode

profiles at the degeneracy point (s ≃ 0.4a) look as in Fig. 14c.

In general, in the degeneracy point we presented the results of our numerical calculations

based on the direct solution of Maxwell’s equations and without taking linear combinations

with data obtained. Our calculations for systems with two and three nanobeams gave

two variants of field maps at the degeneracy point: 180◦ rotational (2 resonators) or

reflection (3 resonators) symmetrical pictures with mode profiles exhibiting field localization

in individual resonators. Simulations with enforced PEC/PMC perfect conducting planes for

the three nanobeams give degenerate modes strictly reflection-symmetrical. However, we can

guess that these pictures do not help in understanding physical reality better than do profiles

with field localization in individual nanobeams implying complete vanishing of interaction

between the cavities. Therefore, the characteristic degeneracy profile with field extinction in

one of the cavities that is clearly predominant in all 2D and 3D simulations for all range of

separations should be more expectable in the experiments than other linear combinations of

the degenerate mode profiles.

5. Conclusions

We have suggested and showed numerically that a longitudinal shift in nanobeam cavities

significantly alters coupling efficiency between multiple closely packed resonators. Whereas

the concept of the longitudinal offset between cavities was previously developed for

dielectric rod arrays at microwave frequencies [43] and micro-scale ring resonators at optical

wavelengths [32], we have demonstrated here new possibilities for light control at nanoscale.

Frequency detuning of coupled modes depends nontrivially on the longitudinal shift of the

cavities, in particular, the modes become degenerate for a certain shift, a feature impossible in

non-shifted resonators. At this shift of about a half the averaged lattice constant in the defect

region, the magnetic field nodes in one nanobeam oppose the field lobes in the other. The

degeneracy occurs for a broad range of separations between two or multiple side-coupled

cavities. The quality factor of coupled nanobeam cavities stays close to that of a single cavity,

indicating good practical prospects for such structures.
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